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Topic Knowledge and Understanding of… Start End 

World Government and Democracy What democracy is   

How different countries govern their subjects   
How different religions have shaped democracy across the world   

Religion, Society and Governing How does religion impact a government?   

What do secular countries have in common? What about religious ones?   

Relationships and Social Constructs Stereotypes surrounding relationships   

The role of religion plays in our society still   

Sexual Harassment and Objectification What harassment is   

Equality Act 2010 and how it protects you from harassment   

How to tackle any form of harassment   

Social Media and Stereotyping Social media’s influence on the view we have of ourselves   

How to tackle stereotypes   

Discrimination What discrimination is   

How it happens in society   

How to tackle it   

Religion and Discrimination What is religions role in society and discrimination?   

How does religion work to overcome discrimination?   

Religion, Crime and Punishment The purpose of punishment is   

What does religion say about crime and punishment   
How does religion interpret capital punishment   
What does religion say about crimes and their impact on society   

Careers, Goal Setting and Future Plans What is you want your future to look like   

The types of careers available to you   
How to set goals regardless of whether you know what you want to do after leaving 
school 

  

Religion, Science and the UK How do science and religion exist   

How does religion feel about euthanasia   
How does religion feel about animal testing   
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How does religion feel about creation vs evolution   

Sex and Relationships (Fertility and 
Pregnancy) 

The law and sex   

The importance of safe sex   
How can be adversely affected   

Smoking, Alcohol, Drugs and County 
Lines 

The law and smoking   

The law and alcohol   
The law and drugs   
What county lines is and how you could be targeted   

 


